
WHAT IS SURFSIGHTTM AI-12?

Surfsight AI-12 is a cloud-connected dashcam 
that empowers Geotab customers  to easily get 
the important data they need for proactive fleet 
management. With AI-12, fleet managers can view 
live video from vehicles, both outside and inside the 
cab, and review up to 30 days of video on demand. 
The AI-12 integrates  seamlessly with Geotab 
telematics to automatically detect and flag unsafe 
driving incidents and alert** distracted drivers in 
real time*.

 
HOW DOES SURFSIGHT AI-12 WORK?

Equipped with multi-sensor road-facing and cabin-facing cameras, Surfsight AI-12 streams live video from 
vehicles over the mobile network to the cloud.* Fleet managers are able to continuously monitor vehicles, 
drivers, and cargo 24/7, while built-in Artificial Intelligence (AI) and infrared technology monitors drivers for 
distractions and fatigue and sends alerts in real time*.

 
HOW IS SURFSIGHT INTEGRATED WITH GEOTAB?

Surfsight integrates seamlessly with the Geotab platform, allowing customers to use the MyGeotab 
dashboard to manage and access their data. View live video, manage multiple cameras, retrieve up to 30 
days of video from the cloud, and use Geotab rules and permissions, all from one easy-to-use dashboard. 
Installation and configuration of Surfsight is so simple, it can be up and running in less than 10 minutes.
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WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF SURFSIGHT?

Packed with the latest advancements in technology, Surfsight AI-12 offers fleets of all sizes a powerful 
device to enhance driver and fleet safety and reduce  safety-related costs:

Improve safety with real-time alerts about risky driving incidents

Reduce accidents with AI that detects, and alerts distracted drivers

Lower claims & insurance cost with live video evidence stored in the cloud

Provide instant assistance and assess damages from the field via  live video

Improve operation visibility with on-demand video footage retrieval

Engage employees in improving safety and personalize driver training based on  data 
unique to each driver

Integrates seamlessly within Geotab’s cloud platform, allowing easy  access to vehicle video 
and data, and use of Geotab’s rules-based  events and permissions

Quick and easy 10-minute installation 

DO I NEED TO INSTALL AN APP OR SOFTWARE TO ACCESS THE  PLATFORM?

No, Surfsight does not require you to download a dedicated app or install additional software. Our 
platform is supported on any web browser and can be viewed from any  device.

IS THIS INFORMATION KEPT PRIVATE?

We take information security very seriously. Our state-of-the-art security standards prevent 
unauthorized or excessive access, maintain data accuracy, and ensure the correct use of information. 
Please view Surfsight’s Privacy Policy to learn more.

*Subject to available cellular network coverage.

**The Surfsight A1-12 dashcam is a driver aid only; and is not a substitute for a safe, conscientious driver. It cannot compensate for a driver that is distracted, inattentive, or 
impaired by fatigue, drugs, or alcohol. Whether or not the A1-12 dashcam is in use, it is always the responsibility of the driver to take appropriate corrective action. Never wait for 
the A1-12 dashcam to provide a warning before taking measures to avoid an accident. Failure to do so can result in severe property damage, serious personal injury or death.

FOR MORE INFORMATION  

Contact us at: 
info@surfsight.com

Or visit our web site: 
surfsight.com
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